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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You team is using a JavaScript library function within an Oracle integration Cloud (OIC) into Because of business requirements, one of

the functions needs to be updated with additional code incorporate new logic.

Which consideration regarding JavaScript library functions is NOT valid?

Options: 
A- JavaScript function are not allowed t make outbound calls to external services.

B- The JavaScript action has a timeout threshold of 60 seconds.

C- Active integrations using a function that has been updated must be reactivated.

D- Network, disk, or thread access is not supported from within a JavaScript function.

Answer: 
A, D

Question 2



Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which statement is NOT true about Schedule Parameters in Oracle integration Cloud/flows?

Options: 
A- Updates to Schedule Parameter values can be made manually before submitting an ad hoc request.

B- Updates to schedule Parameter values made dynamically in an Assign action will not persist or to the next instance run of the

integration

C- Schedule parameters are always visible as an additional data source in the Sources section of the mapper and expression editors

within the integration.

D- Updates to Schedule Parameter values can be made manually when starting a schedule.

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice



You created a scheduled integration in Oracle Cloud (OIC) that uses scheduled parameters named startDate and endDate determine

the date range for a data synchronization for these parameters are set to the previous day for startDate and the current, However, you

now want to schedule an run of the instance with a different start date.

Options: 
A- Modify the parameter value in the instance's integration properties and restart the instance.

B- Create a new version of the integration by modifying the parameter value, and then deploy to new scheduled integration version

C- Override the parameter value when scheduling the integration instance.

D- Modify the parameter value in the integration code and redeploy the integration.

Answer: 
C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are designing an OIC integration that processes files in a shared file system located will premises data center. You have decided to

leverage various Stage File Action operations within integration flow in conjunction with an on-premises OIC connectivity agent.



Which statement is not valid concerning file operation capabilities with regard to restrictions.

Options: 
A- File Action operations with the file and attachment features of the Connectivity agent?

B- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent can only be read with a file reference, with regard to both the Read Entire File and

Read File in Segment's operations

C- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent cannot be unzipped using a file reference

D- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent are not available with the Zip File operation

E- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent are not available with the List File operation.

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

There are use Cases in which you need to perform an advanced XSL task that you cannot perform Oracle integration Cloud (OIC) data

mapper. To perform the advanced mapping tasks, You decide to use external XSL mapper and then import the .xml back to your



integration.

Which is NOT a valid consideration when handling this use case?

Options: 
A- The Exported archive file can include a map file that is largely complete in content or map file that is empty of content.

B- The exported achieve must be imported into an Oracle Service Bus project in HDeveloper.

C- You must export the entire integration that contains on or more, xml files.

Answer: 
B

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You can group one or more Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) integration into a single structure called as packages.

Which statement is NOT true about OIC packages?



Options: 
A- Allah packages must include at least on integration.

B- You can import packages directly from the Oracle Marketplace.

C- Packages cannot be locked to deny other users access to your integrations.

D- New packages can be created by clicking the Create button on the Packages page in the console.

E- Integration do not need to be part of a package.

F- Package enable you to easily import and export a group of integrations to and from OIC.

Answer: 
D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which Oracle Integration Cloud (OIC) service role does NOT have permission to run a flow?

Options: 



A- ServiceDeveloper

B- ServiceAdministrator

C- Serviceinvoicer

D- ServiceUser

Answer: 
C

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are designing an OIC integration that processes files in a shared file system located will premises data center. You have decided to

leverage various Stage File Action operations within integration flow in conjunction with an on-premises OIC connectivity agent.

Which statement is not valid concerning file operation capabilities with regard to restrictions.

Options: 
A- File Action operations with the file and attachment features of the Connectivity agent?



B- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent can only be read with a file reference, with regard to both the Read Entire File and

Read File in Segment's operations

C- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent cannot be unzipped using a file reference

D- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent are not available with the Zip File operation

E- Files uploaded through the Connectivity agent are not available with the List File operation.

Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which statement is NOT true about Schedule Parameters in Oracle integration Cloud/flows?

Options: 
A- Updates to Schedule Parameter values can be made manually before submitting an ad hoc request.

B- Updates to schedule Parameter values made dynamically in an Assign action will not persist or to the next instance run of the

integration



C- Schedule parameters are always visible as an additional data source in the Sources section of the mapper and expression editors

within the integration.

D- Updates to Schedule Parameter values can be made manually when starting a schedule.

Answer: 
B
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